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Abstract
We report on the characterisation measurements of the energy spectra from a Be(p,xn) neutron source to be installed
at the IGISOL-JYFLTRAP facility for studies of neutroninduced independent fission yields.
The measurements were performed at The Svedberg Laboratory (Uppsala, Sweden), during 50 hours of beam-time in
June, 2012. A 30 MeV proton beam impinged on a mockup of the proton-neutron converter; this was a 5 mm-thick
beryllium disc inserted in an aluminium holder, with a 1-cm
thick layer of cooling water on the backside. The geometry
of the mock-up has been chosen to reproduce the one that
will be used as the IGISOL-JYFLTRAP source.
During the experiment, two configurations for the neutron
source have been used: a fast neutron field, produced using
the bare target; and a moderated field, obtained adding a
10 cm-thick Polyethylene block after the target assembly.
The neutron fields have been measured using an Extended
Range Bonner Sphere Spectrometer (ERBSS), able to simultaneously determine all energy components of the spectrum
from thermal energies up to tens of MeV. In addition to that,
a Time of Flight (TOF) system was used to study more in
detail the high-energy component of the neutron fields (E &
5 MeV).
1 Introduction
We report on the measurements that took place at The Svedberg Laboratory (TSL) in
June 2012 in order to characterize a Be(p,xn) neutron source to be used for neutroninduced independent fission yield measurements at the upgraded IGISOL-JYFLTRAP
facility in Jyväskylä, Finland.
Neutron-induced independent fission yields are an important quantity for both
fundamental and applied nuclear physics. In view of the extension of the life-time of
current nuclear reactors for power production, as well as the use of new fuel-cycles

and Generation IV reactor designs, high-quality measurements of independent fission
yields are desired. This is true both to provide data for neutron energies and actinides
that are not available in evaluated nuclear data libraries and for those isotopes for which
data exist, but are reported with large uncertainties [1].
The IGISOL-JYFLTRAP facility was successfully used in the past years to measure proton-induced fission yields from several actinides [2]. The setup has been recently upgraded, relocated and equipped with a high-current cyclotron MCC30/15, that
can deliver proton (deuteron) beams up to 30 MeV (15 MeV) in energy and 100 µA
(50 µA) in current. The isotope selection is done using a Penning trap, where isotopes’ mass can be identified with a mass resolving power larger than M/∆M ≈ 105 .
The upgraded beam-line has been used for the first time for measurements of protoninduced fission yields in June, 2013 [3].
The neutron source that will be used at IGISOL consists of a 5 mm-thick watercooled beryllium target embedded in an aluminium case. Since the thickness of the
beryllium disc is less than the stopping range of 30 MeV protons, they will penetrate
the target and stop in the subsequent 1 cm layer of cooling water. This makes the
cooling easier and avoids the problem of hydrogen build-up in the target, at the cost of
a small reduction (≈ 5%) in the neutron output.
The energy of the produced neutrons was studied by Monte Carlo simulations
with Fluka and MCNP [1, 4]. The two codes, however, show some disagreement in
the neutron spectra. Given the strong energy dependence of the fission yield with the
neutron energy, a direct measurement of the neutron fields was then required, in order
to investigate this discrepancy and validate the Monte Carlo calculations.
2 Materials and Methods
The measurement on a mock-up of the Be(p,xn) source that will be used at IGISOLJYFLTRAP was performed at the Paula facility [5] at TSL. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1a. The initial proton energy of 37.3 MeV was reduced
to 29.8 MeV with a 1.015-mm aluminium tile and a path in air. The period of the
cyclotron was 44.25 ns.
Two configurations of the target were used: i) the mock-up of the target assembly (5 mm beryllium + 10 mm cooling water in an aluminium case), later referred to
as “total field”; ii) the same target assembly to which a 10 cm Polyethylene moderator
is applied, “attenuated field” in the following.
The neutrons from both these sources were measured with two independent and
complementary techniques: an extended-range Bonner sphere spectrometer (ERBSS)
and a time of flight (TOF) system.
2.1 Extended-range Bonner sphere spectrometer
The ERBSS was composed of fourteen spheres of different radii of moderator material, ranging from 0 (no moderation) to 12 inches. Three of the spheres also included a
metal layer to increase the response at higher energies and extend the range of applicability of the ERBSS up to the expected end-point of the neutron spectrum (30 MeV).
The thermal neutron detector was a cylindrical 4 mm×4 mm 6 LiI(Eu) scintilla2
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Fig. 1: (a) Experimental setup at the Paula facility, TSL; (b) Fluka and MCNPX simulation of the experimental setup. The two spectra have been used as guess for the
FRUIT unfolding procedure.

tor. The gamma-background was rejected using a cut on the signals pulse height.
The data collected with the ERBSS was analysed using the deconvolution code
FRUIT [6–8]. This can be used with a guess-spectrum or in parametric mode. In the
first case, a guess spectrum is provided, typically derived from Monte Carlo simulations and possibly as close as possible to the spectrum to be determined. In the second
case, the neutron spectrum is modelled as a superposition of elementary functions,
covering the different energy domains and fully described by a reduced number (less
than ten) of physically meaningful parameters.
A statistical package within the code propagates uncertainties of input quantities (sphere counts, response matrix, monitor instrument uncertainty) through the
unfolding process, thus obtaining distribution probabilities for all spectrum-integrated
quantities (such as fluence and ambient dose equivalent) as well as for the neutron
spectrum, on a bin-per-bin basis. Uncertainties are derived on this basis.
The fourteen spheres were exposed in sequence at the point of test (180 cm from
the neutron-emitting target in forward direction) for both “total field” and “moderated
field” scenarios. Their readings were normalized to the time-integrated indication of a
fixed instrument (proton telescope), thus obtaining the so-called “normalized ERBSS
counts”.
The normalized ERBSS counts were unfolded using the FRUIT code in “guess
spectrum” mode (FRUIT-SGM). Fluka and MCNPX simulations implementing the
same simplified geometry of the experimental setup were performed to obtain preinformation suitable for the unfolding code. The spectra (Fig. 1b) show two main
structures, namely an evaporation peak at about 1 MeV and a high-energy peak at
about 10 MeV. MCNPX produces a more intense high-E peak than Fluka.
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2.2 Time of flight
The TOF system consists of a 3.3 litres BC-501 liquid scintillator from the NORDBALL array [9]. Measurements were performed with the detector at 3 different distances (1.2, 2.0 and 4.8 m) from the beryllium, in order to optimize the energy resolution vs. the effect of the wrap-around, both increasing with the source-to-detector
distance. The pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) capabilities of the liquid scintillator
allowed to reduce the gamma background.
Two data-acquisition (DAQ) systems were used simultaneously. An analog system, where the TOF was acquired and digitized with a TDC. Here the PSD was obtained from a dedicated electronics module and stored on an event-by-event basis along
with the TOF information. The settings for the PSD were optimised before the experimental run with a 252 Cf neutron source and tested with the neutrons from the Be
converter. The hardware threshold was varied between 3 values (corresponding to approximately 2, 3 and 7 MeV neutrons). And a digital system, where the pulse shapes
were saved with a Multi Channel Analyser (SP Devices ADQ412 High-speed Digitizer) for off-line PSD. In this case, the threshold was kept constant at ≈ 2 MeV, since
further cuts in pulse-height can be applied off-line.
In both DAQ systems, the trigger was provided by an event above-threshold
detected in the scintillator (start of the TOF), while the TOF information was obtained
from the radio-frequency pulse from the cyclotron (stop of the TOF). The calibration
of the TOF and the identification of t0 , i.e. the time at which protons hit the beryllium
target, was done by analysing the gamma peaks produced when protons hit elements
along the beam-line.
3 Results
3.1 ERBSS
The experimental data obtained with FRUIT-SGM are more coherent with Fluka than
with MCNPX. As far as the E > 10 keV region is concerned, FRUIT-SGM alters much
more the MCNPX-based guess spectrum than the Fluka-based one. However, final
unfolded spectra from both methods satisfactorily agree within the uncertainties provided (Fig. 2a). These are generally < 15% (E < 5 MeV), 15-30% (5 - 20 MeV) and
approximately 30% (E > 20 MeV).
Higher uncertainties above 20 MeV reflect the poor resolving power in this
energy-range. The agreement between the Fluka- or MCNPX-based unfolded data
is highly satisfactory. Obtaining the same final spectrum when different guess spectra
are used is a robust indication about the code reliability. These considerations are valid
for both total field and moderated field scenarios (Fig. 2b).
3.2 TOF
The analysis of the TOF data have been performed in parallel for the two different
DAQ systems. In the first step, the TOF has been converted to energy for each of
the 3 source-to-detector distances. The background from neutrons scattered in the
measurement room has been measured using the Shadow Cones technique. Still not
implemented is a correction for the efficiency of the scintillator as a function of the
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Fig. 2: Energy spectrum (a) unfolded with FRUIT compared with the Fluka-based
guess spectrum and (b) ERBSS result of the total v. attenuated field.

neutron energies, that is currently being investigated using Monte Carlo calculations.
3.2.1 Analog DAQ
The effect of the on-line PSD can be observed in Fig. 3. From this basic plot it
can already be seen that in correspondence of the gamma peaks (produced by protons
hitting the collimators and the target), the online PSD misclassifies some of the photons
as neutrons. This is also evident when TOF is converted to energy (Fig. 4).
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The information from the measurements at the 3 distances has been merged to
obtain a plot over the wider energy range, trying to reduce the effect of the wraparound, still keeping the best available energy resolution for that energy range. The
result of this attempt is shown in Fig. 5, where the TOF data are compared with
ERBSS results.
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Fig. 3: Time of Flight spectrum from the analog DAQ showing the effect of the on-line
PSD that allows to separate neutrons (solid red) from the gamma background (hatched
blue).
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Fig. 4: Reconstructed energy spectrum from the TOF measurement with analog DAQ
and online PSD without and with Shadow Cones (Target and SC, respectively). The
proton current was changed between the runs at the 3 distances.
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Fig. 5: Energy distribution obtained combining the measurements at the 3 different
distances. The TOF distribution is compared with the BSS result.

3.2.2 Digital DAQ
The method used for the off-line PSD is the charge integration method that compares
the total charge of the pulse with the charge obtained by a partial integration of the
peak and the tail of the pulse. The full integration represents both the fast and the slow
component (peak and tail) A1 , while the partial range (A2 ) covers the fast component.
The difference between these corresponds to the integral of the tail. The integrals are
expressed in units of (V·ns). The optimal sample points for defining the start and the
end of the integrals are depicted in Fig. 6a. The area ratio R is defined as
R=

A1 − A2
.
A1

(1)

Neutron pulses generally have a larger ratio R, as the magnitude of the slow
component integral is larger for neutrons than for γ-rays. A classification point Rc
must be chosen, in order to classify the detected particles. Above this point, pulses are
classified as neutrons, while below they are classified as γ-rays. An example of the
6

one dimensional discrimination is shown in Fig. 6b, with Rc = 0.248.
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Fig. 6: (a) Integration of pulse over different time ranges and (b) resulting 1D-plot of
the off-line PSD.
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The optimization of the PSD has been further investigated in order to improve
the results of the n-γ separation. For this reason a 2D-plot similar to the one shown in
Fig. 7a has been used. The red line represents the two-dimensional cut that takes into
account also the pulse height information. Some pulses, especially those corresponding to the low energy neutrons, are misclassified, but applying a 2D gate can improve
the discrimination (Fig. 7b) [10].
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Fig. 7: (a) off-line n-γ PSD taking into account also the pulse height information and
(b) result of the cut before (blue line) and after (red line) the 2D cut for the PSD. In
particular, the peak due to misclassified photons (black arrow) is removed.

4 Conclusion
The energy spectra from a Be(p,xn) source for studies of neutron induced fission yields
have been measured with two techniques: an ERBSS to measure from thermal energies
up to 30 MeV and a TOF system, to focus on the high-energy part of the spectrum.
As far as the BSS is concerned, separate unfolding procedures have been performed by using both a Fluka- and MCNPX-based guess spectra in the FRUIT-SGM
7

code. Comparable spectra were obtained in both total or moderated field scenarios.
The high-energy part of the BSS spectrum has been compared with the spectrum calculated with the TOF technique. The results are still preliminary, since an accurate
correction for the response function of the TOF detector still has to be implemented;
nevertheless a general agreement of the two techniques within the uncertainties provided can be observed.
The future work will focus on the estimation of the neutrons scattered in the
experimental hall, that contribute to the low-energy peaks in the BSS spectra. This will
help to investigate the disagreement that was found between the MCNPX and Fluka
simulations. A realistic response function for the TOF technique will also be extracted
combining Monte Carlo simulations and the pulse height information collected with
the digital DAQ.
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